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Facilitating Transformation through Values™

The Facilitating Transformation through Values™ (FTV) Facilitator
Accreditation program has been developed over a 10 year period as part
of our work for a leading global management consultancy in training
their own and clients’ transformational facilitators.
With a selection process requiring experienced facilitators, the program
is a 10-15-day Forum-Field-Forum facilitator development program
delivered over 5-6 months. It is based on the Barrett 7 Levels of
Consciousness and Kegan’s Adult Stages of Development frameworks.
It focuses on values as the key to transformation of leaders. The aim is
to assist leaders in becoming truly authentic and courageous, leading
from their own values, sense of purpose and meaning.
The program is focused on expanding one's level of consciousness so
that a leader or facilitator can unlock their challenges from a more
expansive, systemic perspective.

Our “Why”

• Our purpose in developing the FTV is to:
• Make available to the world a way to work with values that is deeply
transformational and sustainable
• To empower facilitators and coaches with a methodology where they
can use values more powerfully with clients
• To create a global community of transformational facilitators of the
highest standard
• Create a "Collaboration Movement" where we can work together
with consciousness-raising organisations, such as Barrett Values
Centre, to enable greater impact in business and society

The FTV is formally endorsed by The Barrett Values Centre as
recommended to their global network of Cultural Transformation Tools
(CTT) Practitioners.
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FTV Self™ - Foundation Program

Purpose:

The purpose of the FTV Self program is to both teach the deep essence of the transformational
work AND provide a high standard of facilitator materials (session plans, charts, client workbook)
that can be immediately applied to clients. The work bridges both universal concepts, such as
unlimited potentiality and observer created reality, whilst grounded and accessible to business
leaders.
Outcomes:

• Become transformational as a facilitator at a "Being" level, expanding their own level of
consciousness
• Integrate values and levels of consciousness as a transformational methodology
• Deliver a top team transformational program with a lineage of deep impact for organisations
globally
• Coach leaders at a profound life changing level

We are not human beings
having a spiritual experience,
We are spiritual beings
having a human
experience.
Pierre Telhard de Chardin
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FTV Self™

FTV Self™ is an advanced facilitator program. Candidates are interviewed as to their eligibility for
the program. The purpose is to ensure there is a fit for this deep work and the background of the
participant.
Facilitator Selection Criteria:

• Typically 10+ years experience in the business
• Strong credibility and ability to influence senior leadership
• Strength in emotional intelligence
• Feel “called” to do this work
• Experience in facilitation
• Been on a personal journey and can speak vulnerably to their own transformation
• Are committed and have the time available to learn and practice for accreditation
• If in-house, sponsored by a senior executive

Overall I had a deeply
transformational experience
both on a personal and
organisational level. It
facilitated my wish for the
week more than 100%. It
strengthened my trust and
faith in my Being part, so that
I am being prepared to fully
live my soul’s purpose. The
week was a life changing
experience for me.
Vivienne Reesink, KLM Airlines, Netherlands
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FTV Self™

WEEK 1 – LEARN THE MODULES

WEEK 2 - ACCREDITATION

Days 1 - 2
Experience the Inspired Leader Journey™- the program you are being
accredited to facilitate, so that you have an authentic and transformative
experience yourself

The second week outcome is accreditation of the Leading Self modules.
More importantly this week is for the integration and embodiment of the
deep Essence of this Work. We create a caring learning environment for
each person to move to their next level of personal transformation whilst
facilitating. The ultimate aim is for a facilitator to be a channel of wisdom.

Days 3 - 5
The curriculum consists of 12 modules and follows a Theory
U transformational design. We begin by deconstructing the key modules,
learning both the content but more importantly the SQ wisdom that sits
behind each module. We alternate between learning the content and
experiencing deep personal development sessions on "Being" development.

We work in small group cohorts. Each participant facilitates the modules,
gives and receives supportive feedback.
Accreditation levels
• Lead
• Co-facilitator

FIELD WORK

• Support (can support programs but not facilitate)

In the 4-6 weeks between Week 1 and Week 2 participants read and
practice all the session plans individually and with their cohort groups. They
also receive 1:1 coaching by one of the FTV Mentors.
Timing:
4-6 weeks
Suggested study time:
6-8 hours per week
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FTV Self™

WEEK 1 – LEARN THE MODULES

WEEK 2 - ACCREDITATION

Pricing:
€6,000 (Includes License Fee) Payment must be made 30 days before
course commencement to receive materials.

Pricing:
€6,000 (Includes License Fee)

Structure:
5 Day Workshop
Field Work:
Between Forum 1 & 2, there is field work including 1:1 coaching,
customising your session plans and practicing with your cohort.
Accreditation:
Accreditation is only received after Forum 2.

License Fees include:
• Right to use the FTV content, workbook and charts
• Unlimited copying of charts and participant workbook
• Updated session plans and workbook for 2 years

Structure:
5 Day Workshop
Accreditation:
Upon Accreditation, participants are given a level of accreditation: Lead
Facilitator, Co-Facilitator, Support Facilitator. Lead or Co-facilitators
can facilitate the work. Support facilitators do not receive accreditation
but may pursue accreditation by further learning post-FTV.

What you receive:
• Training and coffees/lunches each day
• Detailed session plans
• Energy Flows
• Charts
• Facilitator Manual
• Participant Workbook
• 1:1 coaching between Week 1 and Week 2
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